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Dear Albert: 

January 22, 1948. 

I have just received your letter of January 19, prior to departing on another 
trip East, and my answer will have to be a very hasty one. 

I am not surprised at your reaction for you do not have at hand all the hun
dreds - literally thousands - of tests bei ng performed simultaneously in our 
laboratory with those reported from Ponape and those on the  virus, which 
give results very different from those reported from the Ponape area. These are 
adequate controls in my mind. Our sera are, for the most part, being held in 
the f rozen state as you hold them. Our tests are done with the overnight f ixa
tion exactly with the same controls which you use and have recommended. Our 
antigens are not in the least bit anticomplementary, in fact, protect complement. 
We admit extensive overlapping between St. Louis and Japanese B, and to a less 
extent, with the West Nile virus. This has always been the case in our mabora
tory, beginning with the tests on the Okinawa sera from 1945, no matter what 
t ype of antigen we have used. We have only one possible explanation for this 
and it is under investigation at the present time. We feel that it is possible 
that our Webster strain of St. Louis virus has a broader antigenic pattern than 
those strains used by others. We are at present testing the Hubbard strain to 
see whether it acts any differently. Nevertheless we do not have any overlapp
ing between the St . Louis-Japanese B and the Eastern and Western equine. These, 
and hundreds of paralytic poliomyelitis cases and normal sera from this country 
serve as very adequat e controls indicating that when there is a reaction to the 
St. Louis or Japanese B it must be to a related virus in the group. 

You have probably seen by now that we have good evidence that the  virus 
is Russian spring- summer or louping ill. The complement fixation tests which 
we have shown for this agree completely with those which I performed personally 
while in Tokyo in the spring of 1946. I have just reviewed my records and find 
the same amount and degree of crossing with the guinea pig sera which we used 
there, and with the human Japanese B positive sera. The mouse hyperimmune sera 
which we had did not show the overlapping with Russian spring-summer louping ill . 
Here we have found that there is quite a variation from animal to animal on the 
degree of overlapping between Japanese B and St . Louis. One guinea pig will 
show a great deal - another little or none . Most human sera collected during 
the convalescent period show a great deal of overlapping. Our one positive pre
inoculation serum on a monke~I reported as act~ally occurring. It was probably 
an error, but the serum had been used up and the test could not be repeated. We 
have an occasional convalescent serum from a St. Louis patient that shows little 
or no overlapping with Japanese B. Nevertheless, most of them show extensive 
overlapping. 
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I can understand why Casals has not shown overlapping~o~ such an extensive 
nature between Japanese B and St. Louis, and alsoatl:M iftfght; amount of over
lapping which we show between Japanese B and louping ill - because he has 
used hyperimmune mouse sera in general, and his antigen titers have not been 
as high. However;-rlhave never been able to understand the lack of crossing 
between your St. Louis and Japanese B antigens used with sera from the Okinawa 
patients. Your published results differ ver,y greatly from mine in this respect, 
and differ ver,y grea~~Jfr~ the very large number that I have done here this 
year, and thos;J(£1at5~~J1lona in Tokyo and repeated here using both St. Louis 
and Japanese B antigen. We did not use the St. Louis antigen in Tokyo this 
year. 

The benzene-extracted antigens have considerably higher titer than the older 
antigens, but can be used in higher dilutionsjand some of the overlapping is 
eliminated by using the higher dilutions which are equally as sensitive. 
Nevertheless, in so far as human sera are concerned~using the articular 
strains f virus .Jfh::i.ch I ave used in the _Ra_pt for the reduction of antigens, 
no matter what type of antigen is used, I find the complement fixat.ion test 
will .fferentiate satisfactorily oetween St. Louis and Japanese B infec-
t~ons. So far, I have never run into an area where it was necessary to dif
ferentiate between the two, but if it becomes necessary to differentiate be
tween the two, they can be differentiated on the basis of neutralization tests 
very satisfactorily. Therefore I have a very high regard for the complement 
fixation test in the diagnosis of these diseases. v~en a series of sera are 
encountered - like those from Ponape - ;~ich react only with Japanese B and 
with St. Louis, and fail to react to many other mouse brain antigens produced 
from other encephalitis viruses, only one interpretation is open to me and 
that is the one which I gave: that these persons have been infected with a 
virus which bears a similar relation to this group, as Japanese B and St. 
Louis do to each other, and until the virus itself can be obtained the neu
tralization test cannot be performed. But the fact that neither Japanese B 
St. Louis or West Nile is neutralized by these sera to any significant extent, 
is very good e~idence that none of these three viruses is the one responsible. 

~ I would be very happy to find strains of virus which would not show this ex
tensive overlapping, and for diagnostic purposes there would be advantages in 
having such strains. It may be that the Hubbard strain will prove more satis
factory for the St. Louis. Nevertheless, there is some use in having a rather 
broad antigen available . I believe that it is of more than mere passing inter
est, that we are able to demonstrate some slight antigenic relationship between 
the Russian spring-summer and the Japanese B and St. Louis viruses. 

cc: Dr. Paul 
Dr. Casals 

~({/yours, 

W. McD. Hammon, M. D. 
Professor of Epidemiology 
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